static v sleeping pad
06svgr01c

double v sleeping pad
06dvbl01e

Being both lightweight and rugged the Static V is
an ideal sleeping pad for the avid backpacker to
casual camper.

The popular Static V goes double-wide. With
proven comfortable, lightweight, rugged
performance and a wide 47-inch width the Double
V is perfect for couples camping. It also comes
with its own air pump / stuff sack.

Deep Weld Patterning: Unlike traditional pads that flatten
the bag’s fill, Deep Welds create expansion zones that allow
your bag to fully loft beneath you for improved thermal
comfort.

Double-wide: At 47 inches, the Double V is wide enough for
two – or great if you want to really spread out.

Body Mapping Technology: Specially developed V-shaped
design delivers superior support and comfort no matter how
you sleep – on your side, stomach or back.
Twist-Pull Valve: Secure and simple, our valve allows for
inflation in as few as 10 breaths, and opens wide for rapid,
complete deflation. The mechanism creates a secure seal
and helps prevent inadvertent opening
Superlight Design: Weighs only 18.1 oz., considerably less
than other air mattresses and self-inflating pads of the same
size, thickness and R-Value.
Ultralight Material: The 75D polyester material is the best
combination of backcountry durability and ultra lightweight.
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Body Mapping Technology: Specially developed V-shaped
design delivers superior support and comfort no matter how
you sleep – on your side, stomach or back.
Side Rails: Integrated into the patterning and construction,
side rails help provide a secure, comfortable sleep by
centering you on the pad and inhibiting air movement while
tossing and turning.
Inflation Bag/Stuff Sack: Each Double V includes an inflation
bag that doubles as the pad’s ample stuff sack.
Rugged Material: The 75D polyester material provides
superior tear, puncture and abrasion resistance for minimal
weight.
Lightweight Design: Weighs only 40.5 oz., considerably less
than other two-person air mattresses and self-inflating pads
of the same size, thickness and R-Value.

insulated static v sleeping pad

06ivOr01c

A comfortable backcountry pad providing winter
insulation and all-season comfort, the Insulated
Static V packs light and small and delivers an
outstanding R-Value of 4.4. The body-mapped
shape and V chamber design combine to maintain
comfort and minimize air movement that can impact
insulation. The chambers are filled with light, lofty
Klymalite™ synthetic insulation to add another layer
of protection from the cold ground, and dynamic
side rails cradle you comfortably on your pad for a
more restful sleep.

Static V Luxe Sleeping Pad
06vlst01d

The pinnacle of rugged luxury, Static V Luxe hits the
sweet spot where comfort, technical performance,
durability and lightweight packability come together.
The 30-inch width provides room to roll, and
dynamic side rails keep you on your pad. Ergonomic
body mapping optimizes comfort and the V chamber
design limits air movement to help maintain maximum insulating performance. This backcountry bed
packs to about the size of a one-liter water bottle,
inflates easily and weighs just 27 oz.

Luxe Pillow

Pillow X Large

The Luxe Pillow’s
design cradles your
head for supportive,
stable sleeping and
the soft outer material
delivers all night comfort. Great for casual camping
and light enough for backpackers craving extra
comfort. It’s sized almost as big as your pillow at
home, weighs just 6.2 oz. and packs surprisingly small
for something so luxurious.

The advanced,
self-centering X
design positions and
cradles your head
for supportive, stable
comfort. Weighing just 3.2 oz. and packing down to
the size of a wallet, this technically advanced pillow is
a luxurious necessity for backcountry travel – and it’s
great for car camping, too.

12lpgy01d

12pltl01d
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Stash 18
Backpack
12stRD01C

V Sheet Pad Cover
13pcgrsvc

Versatile, comfortable and
weighing in at just 12 oz. the
Stash 18 is a go-to pack for day
hiking, bike travel and daily use
around town. The unique Airframe suspension uses air pressure to provide padding, load
transfer and flexibility on the
move. An integrated hand pump
lets you adjust pressure on the
fly to fine-tune comfort. The top
loading design provides quick
and easy access to gear and
cinches closed quickly, securely
and easily.

Simply the best accessory for your regular
sized Static V sleeping pad. The V Sheet
pad cover is removable, machine washable
and includes a pocket that is perfect for an
inflatable pillow such as the Luxe Pillow and
Pillow X Large. When your V Sheet is dirty
simply remove the cover and throw it in your
washing machine and never worry about getting your Static V dirty again.

KSB 35 Down Sleeping Bag
13KSBL35C

When nighttime temperatures set in, enjoy
the warmth of 650 fill-power down in the KSB
35. Right at home in the backcountry or the
backyard, this bag features Length Locks™ that
can shorten the bag, and a two-way zipper that
allows you to open the foot box for ventilation
or stand up in the bag. Unzip the bag all the
way to convert it into a generous blanket.
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Traverse Double Hammock
09HMBL01C

hammock v sleeping pad
06hvgy01d

The Hammock V is the first air pad designed
specifically for all hammocks, giving the sleeper
180˚ of insulation, significantly reducing the
amount of lost body heat.
Introducing a new approach to hammocks with a
diagonal stitch pattern that uses just two pieces
of fabric instead of the traditional three-panel
design. In addition to looking pretty cool, this
creates a more comfortable, asymmetrical
sleeping position as your body aligns with the
seam. It also means less stretching and sagging
over time. Includes two tree straps and carabiners.

Make it a package! The Hammock V Sleeping
Pad is combined with the Traverse Double
Hammock for the perfect outdoor comfort
package.

Hammock Ready Design: Specifically sized and patterned
to provide comfort and no-slip security while sleeping in all
hammocks.
Patch Kit: Included for emergency repairs, a patch kit comes
stored in a small integrated pocket on the top of the pad’s
storage bag – already packed and always at hand.
Anti-microbial Laminate: A treatment permeates the inside
laminate to inhibit the growth of microorganisms, including
fungus and bacteria, that can cause odors and material
damage.
Storage Bag: A storage bag sized specifically for your pad
is included to maintain compactness and provide protection
while traveling.
Lightweight Design: Weighs only 27 oz. and when going for
lightweight is the perfect pair for any hammock.
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Since 2007 KLYMIT has lead the industry in lightweight, compact, easy to use and durable gear. With
four out of the past five years winning awards ranging from Backpacker Magazine, ISPO and gear
junkie awards, in each of their product catergories. Klymit consistently pushes the benchmark for the
industry with regard to camping pads. Utilizing body mapping technology and loft pockets, Klymit has
changed your comfort and performance expectations. Their camping pads are hands down the lightest
and most compact in the industry.
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